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THE TRUE NAMIBIAN
A compilation of news selected for you by Team Namibia

TEAM NAMIBIA ENCOURAGES LOCAL
BUSINESSES TO BECOME MEMBERS AND
DISPLAY LOGO
Team Namibia has encouraged all local businesses, irrespective of whether they
produce goods or services, to secure their membership in order to benefit from the
association with the brand. Founded in 2003, Team Namibia is a member-based
non-profit organisation aimed at mobilising Namibian consumers to buy local, as
well as promoting the production of quality local products.
Producers and manufacturers are equally prompted to register their products with
Team Namibia in order to display the ‘Team Namibia Product’ logo on their wares.
This will ensure that they get the necessary exposure through their association
with the Team Namibia brand.
Through the efforts of Team Namibia members are likely to benefit from local
consumer awareness with the intention to increase their sales volumes and to
capture a larger share of the market with access to brand loyal consumers that
actively seek out and buy quality Namibian products and services. Members of
Team Namibia also have authorisation to show proof of their membership
certificate when bidding or tendering for business, in addition to displaying the
‘Member of Team Namibia’ logo on their stationery and marketing material.

WHAT'S INSIDE THIS ISSUE:
1. Team Namibia encourages local businesses to

become members and display logo
2. Trade fairs and expos
3. Delays in settling invoices kill SMEs
3. Biomass expo inspire innovation
3. Decelerating growth in money supply points to
slower economic growth
4.Team Namibia members news
5. Team Namibia events
6. Namibia businesswoman awards
7-8. Team Namibia members
9. Benefits of Team Namibia Membership

In an economy such as Namibia’s, it is very important for local producers and
manufacturers to ensure clear visibility of their products to potential customers in
store. Team Namibia offers its members the competitive advantage that comes
with displaying their trademarked logo on products produced locally. Producers
who want to display the ‘Team Namibia Product’ logo on their products must first
receive authorisation to do so. Product code registrations for members is N$100
per code, whereas non-members pay N$20 000 per product code.
Team Namibia also encourages retailers to stock Namibian products and to
collaborate with efforts that capacitate local producers to reach market access
requirements, which many of the large ones already do through skills and
entrepreneurship development initiatives, to meet the requirements of Namibia’s
Retail Charter.
In addition, Team Namibia requests retailers to support Team Namibia by
encouraging their suppliers to join Team Namibia and carry the trademarked
‘Team Namibia Product’ logo, in order for them to be associated with the national
brand that advocates “buying local”. This in turn would resource Team Namibia,
which in turn will allow the organisation to build on existing consumer awareness
campaigns and stimulate the demand for local products and services, and make it
more lucrative for retailers to stock local products.
Bärbel Kirchner, account director at Team Namibia, says “This will ensure that we
build our own capacities and increasingly become self-reliant and ensure our
sustainable economic development and employment. We need our products and
services to be bought. We might not always be able to compete on price and
therefore must work towards levelling the playing field and initially support our
own. In this way we can create employment”.

Team Namibia Account Director, Bärbel Kirchner
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TRADE FAIRS AND EXPOS
TEAM NAMIBIA
PARTAKES AT MICT PRO WORKSHOP

TEAM NAMIBIA PARTICIPATES AT THE
BIOMASS TECHNOLOGY EXPO

Team Namibia engaged with MICT by participating at the government

Team Namibia exhibited at the Biomass Technology Expo

PRO workshop which was held in Walvis Bay, 2-6 September 2019. The

which took place on Friday, 9th August 2019 at Otjiwa

event was attended by approximately 30 PRO’s from various ministries
of the Namibian government. At the workshop, Team Namibia gave a
presentation and appealed to the PRO’s to support Team Namibia in its
efforts to raise the awareness around supporting local businesses
including

manufacturers,

producers

and

service

providers.

Furthermore, Team Namibia emphasised to the PRO’s that it is

Lodge. The production of charcoal is becoming a very strong
sector in Namibia, predominantly for export purposes.
Therefore, there is a huge opportunity for Team Namibia to
get the charcoal distributors on board, as well as some of the
farmers producing charcoal.

essential that they spread the word to both internal and external
stakeholders. This should be done in their professional and personal
capacity.

TEAM NAMIBIA TAKES PART IN ONGWEDIVA ANNUAL TRADE FAIR 2019

A competition participant at the Team Namibia stand

Selma Shimwandi (R) receiving her prize from Pupkewitz

As a way to enhance the awareness about Namibian produced products, Team Namibia participated at the Ongwediva Annual Trade Fair (OATF)
which took place from 23 to 31 August 2019. Team Namibia's participation was supported by Bank Windhoek and the Embassy of Finland.
One way in which Team Namibia interacted with the public at the OATF was by having a competition at its stand. The competition consisted of
two components. First, the public were required to respond to two questions. Question one asked “Why do you buy local” and, question two
asked “What makes you a proud Namibian?”
The second component of the competition requested for members of the public to take a picture with a Namibian product using their
smartphone. Alongside taking the picture, the participant had to comment about the product using these slogans: hashtag (#) OATF2019, (#)
TeamNamibiaProduct, (#) LocalisNawa, (#) WBSupermarkets, #PupkewitzGroupofCompanies). Ultimately, the intent was to see which picture
would get the most “likes” on the Team Namibia Facebook page.
Many people partook in the first part of the competition, that is too say answering the questions. Additionally, participants proceeded onto the
second component of the competition, in other words taking a picture with a Namibian product. In the end, Selma Shimwandi received the most
likes on the Team Namibia Facebook page and, was awarded a toolkit which was sponsored by Pupkewitz Group of Companies.
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IN THE NEWS
DELAYS IN SETTLING
INVOICES KILL SMES
This call was made by the Bank of
Namibia's deputy governor, Ebson
Uanguta, at the half-day Economic
Association of Namibia (EAN) annual

BIOMASS EXPO INSPIRE
INNOVATION
More than 120 exhibitors set up shop at
the Namibia Biomass Technology Expo
held at the Otjiwa Safari Lodge near
Otjiwarongo on the 09 August 2019.

conference in the capital.
The event was meant for sharing new

DECELERATING
GROWTH IN MONEY
SUPPLY POINTS TO
SLOWER ECONOMIC
GROWTH
The Namibian economy continues on a
downward trajectory as the falling
growth rate in the broad money supply

The conference was attended by

technology and exchange ideas on

academia, business executives,

unlocking the value of biomass in the

students, activists as well as the young

country.

o-y in June indicates a lack of demand

The Namibia Biomass Industry Group (N-

and companies.

or ability to spend by both individuals

and old seeking alternative approaches
to solving the country's socio-economic
ills in the areas of job creation, natural
resources management and social
upliftment.
Responding to a question raised from
the floor on the efficiency of funding
small and medium enterprises, Uanguta
said when those able to settle invoices
on time fail to do so, they cause clots in
the flow of funds in the economy.

to 6.6% y-o-y in July 2019 from 7.3% y-

Big), which organised the event, said in a
press release that more than 1 400

The Bank of Namibia attributes this

people attended the event.

slow growth to decreases in
transferable deposits and currency

“The expo turned out to be the biggest

in circulation outside depository

biomass day Namibia has ever seen,” the

corporations.

statement said, adding that many
Namibians are realising the business
opportunity biomass presents.

Looking closer at the determinants of
money supply, the central bank

N-Big noted that the biomass expo
allowed established companies as well
as small and medium enterprises (SMEs)

( Source:https://www.namibian.com.na/8

an opportunity to exhibit their products,

3638/read/Delays-in-settling-invoices-

and connect with clients.

kill-SMEs)
“Established companies like Hochland
Tractors, Ombengu Energy, John Deere
Otjiwarongo, Pupkewitz, Tafe and others
exhibited at the expo,” they highlighted.

indicated that growth in claims
on the private sector decreased to 7.7%
y-o-y in July, down from 8% y-o-y in
the previous month.

( Source:https://economist.com.na/4701

2/headlines/decelerating-growth-inmoney-supply-points-to-slowereconomic-growth/)

(Source:https://www.namibian.com.na/19
1875/archive-read/Biomass-expoinspires-innovation)
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TEAM NAMIBIA MEMBERS NEWS
WB SUPERMARKETS
WIN A CAR
When you buy at any WB store with your WB
card, the computer system will give you one
entry into the draw for the following Friday. You
can get up to 2 entries per day.
WB Smart Buy customers can earn up to two
entries per day to be in the draw of winning a

BANK WINDHOEK CELEBRATES THE MOTOR
VEHICLE INDUSTRY
followed by Indongo Toyota and
Pupkewitz Nissan .

dealerships and sales people in the

In the Used Vehicles Dealership

motor vehicle industry at its annual

Category, Zeda Car Rental Namibia T/A

Selekt Sales Awards ceremony on

Avis Car

Thursday, 19 September 2019 in

Sales received the top honour followed

Windhoek.

by Danlou Motors and Auto World
Trade

The awards recognised dealerships and

Centre. Novel Motor Company won the

sales people in the automotive industry

Used Vehicles Category.

for their commitment, loyalty and support

Pupkewitz Auto and Associated Motor

during the previous financial year.
The Redco Motors (Pty) Ltd T/A Gobabis
Toyota scooped the top award in the
New Vehicles Franchise Category

Only entries from the previous 7 days will be
in the draw on Fridays.

Bank Windhoek awarded the best

to Bank Windhoek and its customers

car. There are 8 cars available for grabs.

The competitions runs from 19 September to 15
November 2019.
Be sure to check that your information is correct
on your card. If we cannot get hold of you
because your info is incorrect, then you would
be disqualified!

Holdings walked away with the second
and third spot.

(Source:https://www.bankwindhoek.co
m.na/Pages/News/Bank-Windhoekawarded-the-best-dealerships-andsales-people-in-the-motor-vehicleindustry-at-its-annual-Selekt-SalesAwards.aspx)

NBL REAFFIRMS SUPPORT OF ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY
Namibia Breweries Limited (NBL) – a

against poaching, with the donation of

The Protector is used for tracking

subsidiary of the Ohlthaver & List

the Piper Super Cub named “The

collared animals, follow-up on poachers,

(O&L) Group reaffirmed its support of

Protector” as an additional tool to ISAP.

air support for ISAP operations, carcass

the Intelligence Support Against

locations, and patrols in national parks

Poaching (ISAP) with an extended

Fritz Kaufmann, ISAP Director: “The

and private reserves.

Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)

yearly financial support from NBL over

The ISAP has seen the apprehension of

signed between the two parties last

the years has been a big contributor to

poachers on all fronts, and the building

week.

ISAP’s ability to function. The donation

of a training facility, where training and

of the two-seater Air Craft (The

awareness of environmental issues are

For the past four years (since 2015),

Protector) has given ISAP the capability

tabled and discussed, as well as

NBL has strengthened ISAP’s

to assist the authorities in Namibia".

workshops on various topics.

operations with an annual
sponsorship of N$100 000, 00 through
its brand Windhoek Lager, and has in
2017 further strengthened the fight

(Source:https://www.ol.na/nbl-reaffirmssupport-environmental-sustainability)
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TEAM NAMIBIA EVENTS
TEAM TALK
TEAM NAMIBIA GETS SHELF SPACE FOR
LOCAL PRODUCTS

Manufacturers who participated at the
event ranged from skin and hair care
health products, perfumes, room aroma,
skin care oils, devil's claw skin products,

TEAM NAMIBIA recently held a retail networking event in support of
manufacturers of cosmetic and beauty products to get shelf space in
Windhoek-based pharmacies as well as duty-free outlets.
The event was organised by Team Namibia as a way of providing a
platform for retailers to look for local suppliers during a very short
space of time.

medicinal powders, sanitary pads and
cosmetic oils.
Representatives

of

retailers

offered

advice, and pledged to support local
businesses by procuring their products.
“Supporting local producers will allow
them to further evolve and develop their

In addition, Team Namibia said the purpose of the event was to

products.

Retailers

enable the manufacturers to get feedback if they failed to meet the

consistency and quantities, and these

requirements for stocking by respective retailers.

can only be achieved through market
expansion,”

Local pharmacies, including Olympia Pharmacy, Mitzi's Pharmacy,

said

need

Jan

quality,

Coetzee,

the

chairperson of Team Namibia.

Tauben Glen Pharmacy, Westlane Pharmacy, Tee Kay Pharmacy,
Essential Health Pharmacy, Luisen Apotheke, International Pharmacy

“With an increase in production, local

and City Pharmacy, as well as Paragon and Qatar Airways, had

producers can also start benefiting from

representatives attending the event, where they met manufacturers.

economies of scale and bring down their
unit costs, which will further provide the

Exhibiting in the speed-dating style networking event were Ilotu,

scope for more purchases, as well as

Desert Secrets, Ecoso Dynamics, Chrisla Essentials, Ousie's Skin Care,

higher margins for our retailers”, he

Mediplants,Eden Manufacturers, Elmarie Thompson Incorporated, Kuti

added.

Oil and Lexious, whooffered customer service training.
Team

Namibia

said

supporting

local

businesses is vital to creating jobs, and
supports

everyone's

efforts

to

work

towards the reduction of poverty and the
development of a sustainable economy.
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NAMIBIAN BUSINESSWOMAN
OF THE YEAR 2019 AWARDS SET FOR TODAY, 16
OCTOBER
The Namibian Businesswoman of the

found inspiration while they develop skills

Legal Practitioners. Zimone Knobloch-

Year 2019 awards have officially

and accrue knowledge,” she added.

Stoffberg, Corpo e Alma Salon and Cure &

introduced their judges, nominees and

Medical Aesthetic Distributors.

sponsors for the biannual event which

Albert Pretorius, Dealer Principal at Jaguar

Levien Smit - Blikbeker Trading.

rewards businesswomen, professionals

Namibia said the awards complement their

Aesthetic Distributors, Levien Smit, and

and entrepreneurs, for their excellence.

brand because they both stand for good,

Blikbeker Trading.

they are unique have class and quality.
Desere Lundon-Muller, Organiser of the
Economist Businesswoman Projects,

“To the nominees, market yourself,

explained that the nominees are

promote yourself, ask questions, work on

awarded in four different categories,

yourself to get to a higher level and show

business owner,community and

them what you are made of,” he

government, private and corporate, and

encouraged.

businesswoman and the winner will be
the 19th recipient of this top award at a
gala banquet scheduled for today, 16
October, at Safari Conference Centre,”
she added.
She highlighted that the event gives
recognition to the innovation,
perseverance and creativity of the
women who have achieved success.
“As the organisers the vision is to
facilitate empowering initiatives to lead
women towards self realisation, which
leaves our beneficiaries with newly

Confab Bistro. Cornelia Nghishiiko, - Elco
Properties. Mia Koster - Sticks & Stones
Architectural Studio. Bibiana Kadira - Sirenga
Songombe Investment CC. Hilja Eelu - African
Pinsenschaum - Osona Property Management

award.

winners will be Namibia’s top

Shiwa the Baker. Tjuna Kauapirura -The

Pathfinder Leaders Initiative. Gesche

young businesswoman of the year

“One of the three business category

Young Businesswoman: Shiwomeho Kalla -

Co.

"“We recognise their strength
and power and wish them

Community & Government:

all the best and may the best
woman win,”

One Economy Foundation. Aletta Eises -

List of Nominees according to

Corporate Professional:

Categories:
Business Owner :Hendrina HangoNdakola - Oshana Pharmacy, Eenhana
Pharmacy,Natu Pharmaceuticals.
Josephine Angula - Betesda Medical

Daisry Mathias - Office of the President,
Advisor: Youth Matters. Uajo Akwenye Oshikoto Education Director.

Chantell Husselmann - PWC Tax Partner.
Ester Kali - Chief Executive of Letshego
Holdings.
Stephanie Viljoen - Group Executive:
Human Capital and Citizenship, Capricorn
Group.

Centre. Eunike Iiyambo - Etuhole PrePrimary School. Kahoo Kandjoze - Focus
Consulting and B Six Fontein Abattoir
and Butchery.Doris Hans-Kaumbi Uietele & Hans Inc Legal Practitioners.

(Source: https://economist.com.na/47426/
businesswoman/namibianbusinesswoman-of-the-year-2019nominees/)
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AIR NAMIBIA
Air Namibia (code SW) is the national flag carrier of
Namibia and is based in the capital city of Namibia
at Hosea Kutako International Airport. It has a
smaller domestic hub at Eros Airport in Windhoek,
just 7km from the city center.
Air Namibia wishes to inform the flying public, the
trade and all stakeholders that there is no decision
taken by the shareholder, the Government of the
Republic of Namibia or the board to close Air
Namibia, nor is there any pending application for
the liquidation of Air Namibia. Thus Air Namibia
shall continue to fly as per the published schedule
for the foreseeable future.
In addition to that,the Ministry of Home Affairs and
Immigration will be issuing visas upon arrival at
Hosea Kutako International Airport.
Nationals from 32 African countries and nationals
from 19 countries from other continents where
Namibia does not have diplomatic representations
can now receive visa on arrival as stated by Hon.
Frans Kapofi, Minister of Home Affairs and
immigration during the launch of Visas on Arrival on
25 September 2019.
Furthermore, Air Namibia is pleased to announce the
appointment of Mr. Werner Schuckmann as its new
Chief Financial Officer, effective 08 October 2019.
He will report directly to the Chief Executive Officer
as well as to the Chairperson of the Audit and Risk
Committee of the Board of Directors.
Mr. Schuckmann brings a breadth of experience
spanning a period of over 30 years of extensive
financial experience, backed up by various

PLASTIC PACKAGING
Plastic Packaging was one of the main organisers of
this year’s National Clean-Up Campaign, together with
the Ministry of Environment and Tourism, Recycle
Namibia Forum and Rent-A-Drum.
The National Clean-Up Campaign, which ran with the
slogan "Namibia is NOT a trashcan", was distinct from
2018, in the sense that Plastic Packaging invited
members from the Recycle Namibia Forum, as well as
other companies to also come on-board with this
great initiative.
Plastic Packaging’s partners and sponsors made it
possible to not only manufacture the refuse bags that
were used during the National Clean-Up on the
21st of September but, also to conduct an awareness
campaign to change peoples’ behaviour and
encouraging them to start recycling.
Plastic Packaging strives towards a circular economy
meaning that products are manufactured from virgin
material, which are used and disposed of by clients.
The disposed waste is then collected, sorted, baled
and sold to their recycling plant namely, Namibia
Polymer Recyclers which is situated in Okahandja.
The recycling plant converts the trash to raw
materials. Thereafter, this recycled raw material is
then re-used to manufacture new products and as
such the recycling process repeats itself.
Overall, Plastic Packaging strongly emphasises on all
Namibians to stop littering as this will without a doubt
help to ensure a cleaner environment for all
inhabitants.

executive roles gained from local and international
spheres.
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NAMIBIA TOURISM BOARD IS
EXCLUSIVE DESTINATION PARTNER OF THE LAND ROVER EXPERIENCE TOUR 2019
November 2019 will signal the start of one

To participate in the Land Rover Experience

“The Namibia Tourism Board (NTB) is the

of the most famous off-road events in the

Tour, candidates had to enter a first

exclusive destination partner of the Land

automotive industry: the Land Rover

qualifying camp in Germany, where

Rover Experience Tour 2019 and will gain

Experience Tour. The destination of this

fundamental skills and knowledge

a far-reaching presence as part of Land

year’s adventure tour is the Kavango-

regarding off-road-driving, navigation and

Rover's communication activities. The NTB

Zambezi Transfrontier Conservation Area

general knowledge were tested.

logo is prominently featured on the Land

(KAZA), the largest cross-border

Rover Experience Tour Website and the

conservation area on earth. Exclusive

After the first qualifying camp the 60 best

tour vehicles and campaign-related

destination partner of this

out of Germany, had to prove their skills in

advertising materials will be branded

automotive event is the Namibia Tourism

off-road-driving, team work and navigational

accordingly.

Board.

ability to be selected for the final 6

Located in southern Africa, the Kavango-

participants who are part of the Land Rover

Features via the Land Rover distribution

Experience Tour 2019.

channels such as the Land Rover customer

Zambezi Transfrontier Conservation Area

magazine, various newsletters and social

(KAZA) spreads over five different

During the tour the winners are put into

media platforms will have an expected

countries: Namibia, Botswana, Angola,

teams of 2 people per car and they will have

reach of 25 million relevant consumer

Zambia and Zimbabwe. The starting point

to solve tasks in navigation as well as in

contacts” says Maureen Posthuma, the

of the Land Rover Experience Tour 2019 is

driving. The Land Rover Experience Tour

NTB’s Head: Marketing (Global).

Popa Falls in Namibia's Zambezi region,

will be accompanied by a highly qualified

where the participants will begin their

Land Rover support team and followed by

More information is available at

adventure through the breath-taking KAZA

various press representatives, who will

www.landrover-experience.de/experience-

region.

report on the project in the German media

tour/kavango-zambezi-2019.xt

(TV, radio, newspaper and lifestylemagazines).
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15 BENEFITS OF TEAM NAMIBIA MEMBERSHIP
ONE: ASSOCIATION WITH A TEAM
NAMIBIA BRAND & USE OF
TRADEMARKED LOGO
Your association with the Team Namibia
brand would position you as an
organisation that is associated with a cause
that ultimately supports the sustainable
development of our economy. Team
Namibia members who are registered with
the member-based marketing organisation,
and who have category 1 or 2 members,
retail members or strategic partners have
the exclusive right to use the Team Namibia
logo when advertising or promoting their
businesses (after approval by Team
Namibia).
Team Namibia members or indeed nonmembers who have registered their
Namibian product/s with Team Namibia and
have paid the related fees, have the
exclusive right to use the Team Namibia
product logo when advertising or
promoting their products (after approval by
Team Namibia).
With the security of a trademarked logo,
members of Team Namibia can ensure to
distinguish their products and services from
their competitors. The trademarked logo
communicates with and captures the
attention of buyers; it conveys the message
that the Namibian product or service meets
quality, health and safety standards and that
the supplier of the service or product is local
and can be trusted to contribute to the local
Namibian economy.

TWO: ADVOCACY
Team Namibia actively engages with
stakeholders ranging from government
through to private sector organisations
across all industry sectors to raise
awareness of Namibian products and
services, and to support our local industry
and service providers.
THREE: TEAM NAMIBIA DIRECTORY
All paid-up members of Team Namibia will
be featured free of charge in Team
Namibia’s Annual Directory, which will be
distributed to key decision makers and
influencers in our economy, and will be
distributed at key targeted “outlets”. In
addition, members will be offered
favourable rates to advertise in the directory
to further increase their exposure. Team
Namibia provides member lists to publishers
of other directories; e.g. Namibia Trade
Directory and Who’s Who.

FOUR NEW MEMBER PROFILES &
CERTIFICATES
Profiles of all new members will be listed in
next Team Namibia newsletter and on social
media platforms, as well as on negotiated
third party platforms. Upon registration of
membership a certificate will be issued to
the new member. An updated certificate will
be issued every year, upon receipt of
payment of membership.
CONTENT MARKETING
FIVE: SOCIAL MEDIA/DIGITAL
MARKETING
Team Namibia is active on various social
and digital marketing platforms. These
currently include LinkedIn, Twitter,
Instagram and Facebook. We have
increasing “following and engagement” on
various platforms. Regular activity by Team
Namibia will benefit all members that are
associated with the Team Namibia brand.
Team Namibia distributes content from your
media releases directly to our audience
(organic or paid for) or curate existing
content, which also allows for third party
endorsement, on a regular basis, to relevant
audiences.
SIX: MEDIA RELEASES
Team Namibia regularly communicates with
the media. If needed, we can distribute your
media releases on a monthly basis to the
media – this includes the print media,
television and radio – including commercial
channels – in Namibia, within the region and
internationally. Team Namibia also writes its
own copy or press releases and generally
approaches its members to give comments
or quotes for Team Namibia press releases
when relevant.
SEVEN: COMPETITIONS/CONTESTS
Team Namibia regularly runs competitions –
on digital platforms and the traditional
media. Aim of the competition is
predominantly to secure greater awareness
of our members and their products and
services as well as greater engagement with
Team Namibia and what it stands for.
EIGHT: NEWSLETTER
Team Namibia produces a regular
newsletter. Recipients of the publication are
member organisations of Team Namibia and
key decision makers in both the public and
private sector. Team Namibia will publish
content received from your organisation on
a regular basis.

NINE: SUPPLEMENTS
Team Namibia negotiates supplements in
key print media supported by affordable
advertising rates for our members. This we
intend to secure on a quarterly basis with a
focus on key local service industries. This
would create editorial opportunity for our
members.
EXHIBITIONS & EVENTS
TEN: TEAM TALK EVENTS:
Team Namibia hosts Team Talk events.
These events allow our members to share
their expertise and to create networks in
view of increasing value addition.
ELEVEN: ARRANGEMENT OF BUSINESS
TO BUSINESS MEETINGS:
Team Namibia will host member networking
events, such as business meetings between
members and retailers. These events allow
our manufacturers and producers to meet
with retailers and distributors.
TWELVE: INVITATION TO PUBLIC
EVENTS:
Team Namibia frequently receives
invitations from government authorities and
other organisations. These are distributed to
our members.
THiRTEEN: ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING:
All members are invited to attend Team
Namibia’s Annual General Meeting (AGM),
featuring high profile guests and keynote
speakers. Members will have the chance to
network with fellow members and be
updated about latest trends.
FOURTEEN: EXHIBITIONS:
Team Namibia is participating at several
exhibitions per year – at some Team
Namibia will have a small stand, at other
Team Namibia will be attending solely as a
visitor. Team Namibia will engage members
to become co-participants at the exhibitions:
in various ways, shared space,
product/service information for distribution
(flyers) or display of products.
RESEARCH
FIFTEEN: RESEARCH:
Team Namibia gains market intelligence
through regular surveys. These include
perceptions surveys as well as surveys to
establish key trends. Members can also seek
Team Namibia’s support with regard to
conducting surveys. Once we have received
your survey questions, we would be able to
create an online survey on your behalf and
provide you with the raw data for your own
interpretation.

CALL US ON TEL. 061- 417410 OR E-MAIL US AT INFO@TEAMNAMIBIA.COM
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